
Need Help? Contact us at: help@goldenrovers.com

Discovery 1 & 2 Center Console Switch Plate

Installation Steps

Remove Cupholders

Twist to remove the top half of
the cup holder.

With a phillips screwdriver,
remove the screw from the
top.

Remove the phillips screw
from the side of the cup
holder.

Remove transfer case shifter
boot.

Push on the right side of the
shifter boot and pry upwards.

Push and pry on all sides to
release the boot from the
center console.

Twist the knob
counter-clockwise to remove.
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Discovery 2 Auto

Remove transmission shifter
boot.

Pull firmly upwards on shifter
knob. This can take a lot of
force. The knob will release
suddenly.

Pry evenly on all 4 corners of
the shift boot. Pry a little bit at
a time on each corner.

Pull the boot straight upwards
to release.

Move the boot forward and
slide it off of the shifter.

To disconnect the bulkhead
connector, press down on the
indicated tab.

Flip the lever upwards and
this will release the connector.
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Discovery 1 and 2 Manual

Remove transmission shifter boot

Very similar to the transfer case shifter, simply push
in and pry up from the side

Discovery 1 Auto

Remove transmission shifter bezel

You only need to remove the outer bezel. Just pry
outward and up
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Remove the old switch bezel

Gently pry off the old switch
bezel. A little bit at a time
evenly on all sides.
Remove the 4 small phillips
head screws at the indicated
locations.

Remove the 4 clipnuts from
the tabs..

Install the new provided
clipnuts at the same locations.

If you have broken tabs on
your center console:

Use the regular nuts in those
locations. Attach the switch
holder directly to the new
bezel in those locations using
the provided nut and bolt. Use
the clip nuts in the remaining
locations.
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Install the new switch bezel

Position your new switch
bezel. Align the cut-outs with
the window switches first.

Loosely secure the plate using
the 4 provided phillips head
screws. Keep them loose.

Then tighten all 4 screws. Do
not overtighten.

Reassembly

Discovery 2 Auto

Reconnect the transmission
shift boot. Make sure to pull the
lever back down to lock the
connector in place.
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Reinstall the shifter boot. Be
sure to line up the tabs with the
holes.

Press down evenly on the
shifter boot.

Reinstall the shifter knob. Give
it a good hit to snap it into
place.

Reinstall the transfer case
shifter knob. Twist it clockwise
onto the shaft.
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Take a picture and tag us on instagram: @goldenrovers.

We would be so grateful if you left a review on the product page!

Thank you for your purchase.

Stay Golden🪩✌
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